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Ronald Noble & FBI,
My letter of 1 october 2008 was put on your desk last week.
This letter is about ICC-judges
There is NO system ICC-judges work with.
Think of common practise in a state of law:
● A Prosecutor has a building/office of the prosecutor together with a registar & administration.
Units, procedures & protocols for the proceedings on a file, victum-care, witness-protection,
laywers, police....enz... are clear and ready to implement.
People can claim their rights.
● A Judge has a Court of law, together with a registar & administration.
And all the above mentioned facilities, to make sure 'that a criminal prosecutor/ police-officer/
public servant can be stopped by judges', from the moment victums claim their rights.
A judge is always more powerful than any other (legal-)public servant , Minister or statesecretary
on a country.
Usually, a NL Court of Law replies within 2 weeks to the sender of the file, after receiving the
lawcase.
But.... ICC-judges have NO system at all!
● I have sent my file to the pre-Chamber-judge on 27 may 2008, to stop the criminal activities of
the President & Prosecutors of ICC with. No respons.
Even my letters to Interpol & FBI are No signs to the ICC-court that prove
'that there's something wrong with their registar & administration'.
●

I can't tell if OTP of ICC and ICC-Court both have their own registar.
If not, there's a problem with loyalty for the registar. Who is the registar going to protect against
a claim of a victum: the President, Prosecutors or Judges?
How do I know that my letters - that prove OTP of ICC works like a war-lord - are put on the
desk of the ICC-judge?

●

ICC-judges don't give me proceedings & protocol, despite the fact that my websites are almost 3
years online. Despite all the wars going on.
Appearently, ICC-judges don't care if President & Prosecutors of ICC work like
war-lords together with UN, UNHCHR, EU. And NATO?
They neither care for the fact that the Dutch supreme court is free to continue 'to make files &
civilians behind it vanish away somewhere in the Galaxy'. When Argentinia is forbidden to
remove civilians from country-soil with criminal construction, NL also has to be punished for these
crimes.
Appearently, ICC-judges don't care if they work in NL, with dictator-parliament Balkenende & co
in charge.

There is only 1 way for me to stop/make lazy ICC-judges go to work!
● I have to order them to close ICC temporarily.
●

All current suspects & perpatrators have to be released from yail.

●

The lawcase against NL has to be brought to trail first, to prove that ICC is NOT partial to

hostcountry NL, UN, EU or NATO.
●

After the ICC-judge has written the final degree against NL, former cases can be put to trail
again. Suspects & perpatrators - released to make ICC a, International trustworthy Court of Law
- can be send back to ICC-prison.

●

President Phillip Kirsch, Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo and UN Ban Ki moon have to be
removed from their powerful position.
UNHCHR can be closed. Did you read their form 'with which they send me away' = UNHCHR has
NO authority!?

But.... No matter what I say, do or publish in the Web....ICC remains silent...
No matter how many wars 'pop up' thanks to the creepy way ICC proceeds, they only read my websites
to enjoy themselves with.... while they and refuse to close my case.
Not only NL destroyes my complete life, education of my kids, the state of law NL....,
but now ICC contributes to my life in a very negative way too!
I can't stop the war-makers system of 16.5 million NL-civilians all by myself!
I am the only one left in NL who wants this country to be a state of law, Worldwide.
And ICC is doing what!?!
What do I want Interpol & FBI to do?
● Publish every deal/contract you close with NL or ICC on your website.
This will make NL-civilians wake up = lies can no longer be distributed by MPs & public servants
who want war. It a very effective method to stop war-maker Jaap de Hoop Scheffer from NATO =
he only wants to protect Balkenende & co against an ICC-trail.
When you can stop him and Balkenende & co, millions of war-victums or victums of poverty will
be rescued.
●

I need you 'to work with me publicly', so ICC-units can no longer hide truth about statemembers
of the Statute of Rome & their victums.
This is of utmost importance, now my websites are open for about 3 years.... and 'so called
terrorists' read them...
When you help me clean up ICC, they keep their trust in me, Interpol & FBI.

●

ICC is obliged to work as a Court of Law, so ALL proceedings & protocols have to be published in
their website. Perhaps you can make ICC work in transparency.

Rob de wijk, HCSS
This man can still stop the war-makers-system in NL.
He only has to write me a serious letter about legal obligations of Balkenende & co, the Dutch supreme
court, AVOs he works with... and has to start to restore State of law NL....
But I think he has lost his mind. He doesn't want to restore his mistakes.
He is about to be come a very crude dictator himself!
If he doesn't send me this required letter before 1 november 2008, I will put him in ICC-prison for
Slavery & making of terrorism.
I have No choice left!
I am doing Maths with Dead- bodies, overhere
= who is gong to cause the dead of who, when and where?
I only want to do Math with EQ-moods = this is my task on Earth.
I am a mother in the first place, second an educator for EQ for Young adults - or others who
can still be rescued from the war-makers system -.
Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy...
And I need your official respons on my file, to put the mind of terrorists at ease...

Desiree Stokkel.

